Abstract
Introduction

40
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used to detect many genetic Random regression models (RRM) are multivariate linear mixed models (mvLMM) 75 and have been widely applied to longitudinal data analysis in animal breeding 76 (Schaeffer, 2004) . Our previous studies demonstrated the advantages of longitudinal 77 GWAS over single trait GWAS (Ning, et al., 2017) . In our previous methods, we treat 78 SNP effects as fixed regression coefficients and use a sparse matrix technique in 79 ASReml (Gilmour, et al., 2014) along with the population parameters previously 80 determined (P3D) algorithm (Zhang, et al., 2010) to reduce computing time.
81
However, it is still computationally challenging when a marker inferred dense kinship 82 matrix (rather than a sparse pedigree derived numerator relationship matrix) is used to 
147
(1) uvLMM-mean: It represents univariate linear mixed model via the mean value.
148
Here, we analysed a random measurement each time and repeated a certain demonstrates the benefit of using the new GWAS methods of longitudinal traits. For the balanced mouse data, GMA-fixed detected two candidate regions (112-128Mb 239 on chromosome 10 and 75-88Mb on chromosome 13; q value < 0.05) (Figure 3A,B) , 240 while GMA-trans only detected one of the two regions (119-125Mb on chromosome 241 10; q value < 0.05) (Figure 3C,D) . In this study, we also used the uvMLM-min 242 method for comparison. The quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot in Figure 3E shows that uvMLM-min appears to have higher type I errors than GMA, which is consistent with 244 the simulation study. We then used the permutation test to determine the p-value 245 threshold (genome-wide significance level of 0.05) for declaration of significance.
246
This criterion led to the detection of one candidate region (118-125Mb on For balanced data, GMA-fixed is more powerful than GMA-trans because it optimizes 291 the variance parameters per SNP, but the latter is much faster. The GMA-trans step In our study, we focus on the traits changing over time. However, our developed GMA the newly generated phenotypic value of individual i at time t. We random selected 350 100 SNPs from the genome and assigned then with nine different maker effect curves.
351
The time varied SNP effects were then adjusted so that they contributed to some 
